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Overall Mark
This mark acknowledges the Government’s partnership with local government over the current term and its strong response
to the LGAQ’s Covid-19 Battleplan for Queensland Local Communities, which has provided Councils with access to more than
$340million. However, the LGAQ is concerned the Government has not been willing to respond to the LGAQ’s 2020 Election Priorities.
While the LGAQ anticipates the ALP’s overall mark will increase as the campaign progresses, the party does risk going backwards if
it does not provide a comprehensive response to the LGAQ about our sector’s priorities for the coming term in a timely manner.

C

This mark acknowledges the LNP Opposition’s early support for the LGAQ’s Covid-19 Battleplan for Queensland Local Communities.
The LNP has provided an initial response to the LGAQ’s 2020 Election Priorities indicating its willingness to work with Council’s as a
strategic partner in Queensland Economic Recovery. They have also indicated support for or a willingness to discuss a number
of our Election priorities including our request for a Bush Councils Compact with Government. On the basis of the LNP’s initial
response the LGAQ anticipates the party’s mark will improve as the party releases more of its election commitments.

B-

The Katter Party has provided a comprehensive response to the LGAQ’s 2020 Election Priorities indicating which initiatives and
programs it will fight for should the party form part of a minority government. KAP have not supported every initiative put to them
by the LGAQ and we will seek to engage further with the party to better define their support of our priorities particularly in the
areas of Protecting the Environment and Advancing First Nations Councils.

B

At an initial meeting with Party representatives the LGAQ was encouraged by The Green’s openness to giving positive
consideration to our 2020 Election Priorities. However, the Party has not yet formally responded to our requests for support and, as
such, the LGAQ is unable to allocate a higher mark to The Greens at this time.
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One Nation has not responded to the LGAQ’s requests to meet to discuss local government priorities for the 2020 State election,
nor have they provided us with any formal response indicating support for them.

The LGAQ surveyed the major parties asking them to support a set of community priorities which will
create and support 29,000 jobs across Queensland and generate $4.6 billion worth of economic activity.
Based on these responses the LGAQ independently rated the major parties in this report card.
Authorised by G. Hallam, LGAQ, 25 Evelyn Street Newstead.
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